7th Grade VA
ART EXPLORATION
Atkinson
Choice Board
Spring Break
CONTINUE Sketching:
Set-up a sketchbook, pad of
paper, or box to collect
sketches from scrap papers.
Date each sketch & save all.
Spend 15 minutes “freedrawing” or doodling. This can
be done daily.

Elements of Art - SPACE 1
Constellation the Unconscious:
Explore SPACE by making 10 20 dots in random order on a
sheet of paper. Look at your
dots, notice where they fall on
the paper. Add more dots if
you like.

Elements of Art - SPACE 2
Constellation the Unconscious:
Return to your page of dots.
Choose 1 as your ‘home’ dot,
connect all dots ending back at
your ‘home’ dot. Outline
shapes you see, color and add
details.

REPEAT Rule of Thirds with a
different picture. Part 1 - Grid
Work: choose a work or art or
photograph. Divide the piece
into a nine-square grid by
lightly drawing pencil lines on
the image. See examples in Art
Resource I.

REPEAT Rule of Thirds with a
different picture. Part 2 - On
a piece of paper draw the
image you gridded- square by
square - copying exactly what
you see in each individual
square.

Choose an activity from
Choice Boards 1 & 2 to teach
to a family member or a friend
who is not in art class. Work
collaboratively If you are
working with family; if you are
working with a friend do so
using your phone.

Choose any activity from
Choice Boards 1 & 2 that you
have not done and give it a go!
Remember - I love to see your
work and will be building an
online gallery to showcase
your artwork. Keep creating!

Visual Thinking Strategy (VTS)
Find a picture of a famous
artwork or photograph, either
online or from a magazine. Look
very closely at the image and
answer these 3 questions:
What’s going on in this picture?
What do you see that makes
you say that? What else can you
find?
Review - Look over your work
from the 1st & 2nd Choice
Boards, and respond to the
questions:
> Which activity was the most
meaningful - explain why;
> Which activity was your very
favorite - explain why;
> Which activity do you want
to do again in a different way explain how you will change it.

